PCEye is the world's most advanced assistive eye tracker. It enables people with physical disabilities to use a Windows tablet, laptop or monitor up to 27” with just their eyes, even outdoors.

Eye control
Replace a keyboard and mouse with your eyes to control a Windows computer.

Outdoor eye tracking
Access everything on your computer, even while outdoors in bright light.

Flexible
Use seamlessly with most Windows devices, on screens up to 27” in size.

Portable
Attach easily to a Windows device and take it with you anywhere.

Independence & Flexibility
Complementary assistive technology

Use PCEye in addition to a dedicated communication device like the I-Series, for example with a large-screen computer for gaming, a laptop for meetings or a tablet for casual outings.

Computer Control

PCEye comes with Computer Control, a tool that enables intuitive use of a Windows computer using just your eyes. Surf the web, connect on social media, play games, create documents and more.

Accessories

Make the most of your PCEye with these accessories.

Carrying Case

Take your PCEye with you anywhere safely and in style. Included with purchase.

PCEye Bracket

Connect your PCEye to a Windows tablet with this custom-fit bracket. Sold separately.

To find out more about the PCEye, including pricing, specifications and warranty, visit us at: tobiidynavox.com/pceye